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1. Introduction
Applied --or computable-- general equilibrium models (AGE or CGE) build on
rigorous modelling of microeconomic agents' behaviours (households, firms,…). These agents
are exposed to signals (in prices, quantities…) provided by markets (for goods, assets,
production factors…). Agents make decisions by explicit maximization of their own criterion
(utility, profits, portfolio returns…). These choices determine their positions on each market.
From the interaction between these supply and demand decisions, and conditional on the form
of organization that prevails on each market (perfect competition, monopolistic or
oligopolistic competition…), new signals emerge that feed back on the optimal decisions of
all agents. The general equilibrium (GE) typically describes a stable state of consistency
between these individual decisions: when the signals that condition individual choices
coincide with those emitted by markets so that there is no incentive for anyone to change
position. The computation of a GE therefore consists in determining a system of signals and
an allocation between individuals, sectors of activities, regions, possibly time periods… such
that all agents are at their optimum yet satisfying their respective constraints (budget,
technological…) and that the set of transactions conducted on each market corresponds to the
desired set of transactions by all agents simultaneously.
Governments of course have the ability to influence both directly (by taxes,
transfers…) and indirectly (by their own demand and supply decisions on individual
markets…) the environment that agents face and therefore their behaviours and the resulting
resource allocation. It should be clear from what precedes that, in principle at least, any kind
of microeconomic behaviour and any degree of disaggregation of agents can be built in an
applied GE, and it will always be possible to evaluate and compare equilibria in terms of
individual welfare. For this reason applied GE models are today indispensable tools of policy
analysis. See Shoven and Whalley (1984) for an introduction and Ginsburgh and Keyzer
(1997) for an advanced textbook presentation; see Srinivasan and Whalley (1986), Mercenier
and Srinivasan (1994) and Fossati and Wiegard (2002) for illustrative applications. Bröcker
(2004) provides an alternative introduction to CGE applications to transport problems. For
solution software, computer codes and illustrative applications, see http://www.gams.com/.
There is no free lunch however: computations can be extremely costly. For this reason
transportation economics has, until recently, mainly relied on the restrictive cost-benefit
approach. The traditional cost-benefit evaluation of a new road, say, measures the benefit by
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the consumer surplus of users generated by reducing generalized costs, and subtracts building
costs in market values and the net increase of technological external costs caused by existing
and induced traffic. For this approach to be valid requires the following three conditions to
hold: (a) markets are perfectly competitive and cleared by fully flexible prices; (b) welfare
distribution is not an issue, that is, each euro counts equally, irrespective of who gets it; (c)
technological externalities outside the transport sector are negligible. None of these conditions
are particularly appealing to modern economists and policy makers so that with the
spectacular development of computing possibilities, the CGE approach is becoming
increasingly popular in transportation economics. A typical transport economics application is
to study quantitative impacts of transport initiatives like infrastructure investments or pricing
policies on economic variables.
It is the aim of this chapter to provide an introduction to the use of the CGE approach
in transportation policy evaluation. For this, we start —in Section 2— by a short tutorial on
the CGE methodology, and introduce what constitutes the core elements of most –if not all—
CGE models. Having set the stage, we then discuss how transport is introduced in applied GE
models (Section 3). The chapter closes with a brief conclusion.

2. A short introduction to CGE modelling
Any AGE model builds on a data matrix that accounts for all the transactions operated in the
economy during a base period: we therefore begin this section with a short description of how
these transaction data are organized. We then describe how preferences and technologies are
specified and calibrated so that, in absence of shocks, the model replicates the base-year data
set. For this, we first assume perfect competition prevails in a closed economy setting. The
basic model is then extended (i) to acknowledge the possible existence of increasing returns to
scale technologies and imperfect competition between firms; (ii) to multicountry/region
models with trade.
2.1. The base year data set
Consider a closed economy comprising producers, households and a government. Producers
are grouped into industries or sectors indexed s,t according to the type of goods they produce;
households are grouped according to some characteristic — such as income class — indexed
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h.1 During a specified period of time, all these agents simultaneously operate on different
markets where they make transactions. Table 1 provides a symbolic representation of all these
transactions organized in a meaningful way. Incomes (appearing with a negative sign) and
expenditures of all agents are displayed so as to make explicit the consistency constraints
imposed by the general equilibrium of the economy.2 It is useful to explore this table in some
detail.
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How finely defined are these industries or household groups is arbitrary, and will depend on the type of

analysis. The modeler clearly faces a trade-off here: a finer disaggregation might provide richer answers, but it
will require more and possibly less reliable data, it will necessitate additional possibly more questionable
assumptions, and it will make the model more difficult to solve and the predictions more difficult to interpret.
2

Though slightly different in presentation, this table is conceptually identical to what is known in the literature

as a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM).
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Column (a) details the cost structure of sector s (there is one such column for each sector)
with line (1) reporting payments to industry t (there is one such line for each industry) for
material inputs bought in quantities X ts at market prices (1 + τ tZ ) ptZ , where ptZ denotes the
producer price and τ tZ ptZ a unit ad valorem tax levied on the producer’s output. Total material
input costs are reported in line (2) where we have introduced, as is always possible, an
aggregate price index for material inputs, psX , and X s• the number of units of the
corresponding aggregate bundle of intermediates, so that

∑ (1 + τ
t

Z
t

) ptZ X ts = psX X • s . (The

way the latter two aggregate variables are related to the others will be detailed later.) Sector s
also rents production factors indexed f at unit prices w f in quantities Ffsdem as reported in line
(3) –with one such line for each f. Summing over factors provides the sector’s value added at
factor costs, reported in line (4), where again we introduce an aggregate price index psQ and
the corresponding quantities Qs so that we have

∑

f

w f Ffsdem = psQ Qs . Summing total

expenditures on both material and factor inputs defines (reported in line (5)) the sector’s
output value with Z s the number of goods supplied at unit price psZ . The good is taxed at ad
valorem rate τ sZ (line (6) reports the amount of taxes levied on the sector’s output) so that the

market value of output s is (1 + τ sZ ) psZ Z s reported in line (9).
Column (b) reports all ingredients of the household h budget constraint (there is one
such column for each h). Income is earned by supplying factor services to firms (line (3)), and
shared between taxes (line (7)), savings (line (8)) and consumption of goods (line (1)).
Summing line (1) over all t defines h’s aggregate consumption expenditure (line (2)), where a
consumption basket with unit price phCon has been implicitly defined. Line (9) reports the
household’s balance between accounted incomes and expenditures, which we know should
always be null. Column (c) similarly reports all ingredients of the government budget
constraint. Column (d) is associated with a fictitious investor that “spends” the economy’s
total saving (line (8), the investor’s “income”) on market goods (line (1)), combining them
into investment composites with unit price p Inv such that

∑ (1 + τ
t

Z
t

) ptZ I t = p Inv Inv (line (2)).

The investor’s budget balances to zero (line (9)). Now, adding cells (a) to (d) from line (1)
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defines total expenditures on each industry’s good—reported in cell (1,e)— which, by
construction, equals the total supplied value of that good—displayed in cell (9,a).3
Observe that, by construction, factor markets balance (cell (3,e) reports the line sum
that is null), investment-spending equals the economy’s supply of saving (cell (8,e) reports the
line sum that is null), and all agents satisfy their budget constraints (cells (9,b), (9,c), and
(9,d)).

2.2 Specification and calibration
The economy underlying Table 1 is populated by agents that take into account signals
provided by markets and make rational choices by optimizing some criterion subject to their
technological and/or budget constraints. Our task as applied GE modellers is then to make
assumptions on market structures prevailing at base year, to postulate functional forms for
preferences and technologies, solve each agent’s optimization problem, and set parameter
values such that, in absence of shock, each decision maker replicates its base year transaction
flows as reported by the data matrix.
To illustrate this, assume that all markets are perfectly competitive and technologies
have constant returns to scale. Producer s will naturally seek to minimize its production cost
conditional on some output target. For example, with a Cobb-Douglas technology, the firm
solves, holding Z s fixed,
Min

{ X ts , F fsdem }

∑ (1 + τ
t

Z
t

) ptZ X ts + ∑ f w f Ffsdem

s.t. ln Z s = α 0Zs + ∑ t α tsX ln X ts + ∑ f α Ffs ln Ffsdem

∑α
t

X
ts

+ ∑ f α Ffs = 1

where all the symbols have been previously introduced (and appear in column (a) of Table 1)
except the α−coefficients which denote parameters (elasticities and a scale). Most industry
observers would however advocate for a less restrictive technology than one that imposes
identical substitution elasticities between any pair of inputs. A more realistic alternative
consists to group similar inputs into bundles, and to characterize substitutability differently
within each bundle. Assume for instance that in industry s, it is known that substitution is easy
between capital and labour, but that complementarity prevails between material inputs, yet
3

Our presentation implicitly assumes that all industries are perfectly competitive. Assuming imperfect

competition in some industries would only require mild reinterpretation of some variables, as shown later.
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that both input bundles account for a constant share of total cost. We could model this by
nesting technologies: primary factors would be combined using a constant elasticity of
substitution (CES) production function to yield an aggregate factor service called "value
added"; material inputs would enter a Leontief-type sub-technology to produce an aggregate
"intermediate mix", which would then be combined with value added using a Cobb-Douglas
to produce the final good. Endowed with such a technology — illustrated in the left part of
Figure 1 — the producer’s decision problem looks much more complicated, but we know
from Gorman (1959) that it can be decomposed into small and easy to handle suboptimization problems because all sub-technologies are additively separable. We now show
how such a technology can be calibrated to fit the data in Table 1.
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Figure 1

We start with primary factors: the sector s producer’s sub-problem consists of
choosing the mix of factor services that minimizes costs of producing some specified level

Qs of value added, given market prices for factors and a CES technology. Formally, it will

∑
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(for a given level of Qs ) where α Ffs and ρ sQ are parameters; σ sQ = 1 (1 + ρ sQ ) is the elasticity of
substitution between factors. The first-order conditions of this problem are immediately
derived as:
σ −1

Q  s
Q 
 w F dem = α F σ s  ps 
psQ Qs
 fs 
 f fs
w


f
 


1−σ sQ
Q
1−σ
σQ
  psQ  s = ∑ α Ffs  s  w f 
f

Q

∀f

where the second equation, obtained by substitution of optimal factor demands into the
constraint, relates the Lagrange multiplier to the factor prices w f in a way that completely
accounts for the technology. It is easily checked that psQ necessarily satisfies
psQ Qs = ∑ f w f F fsdem

(as stated in Table 1, cell (4,a)) and can be interpreted as the sector’s value added price index.
Normalizing this price to unity only affects measurement units of value added and is therefore
innocuous; for the same reason, factor prices can in general be set to unity at base year. It is
then straightforward to calibrate factor demands to fit the data in Table 1:

α Ffs 

σ sQ

=
=

w f Ffsdem

∀f

psQ Qs
cell (3, a )
cell (4, a)

This completes the calibration of factor demands even though we are unable to identify σ sQ
from the share-parameters α Ffs : values for substitution elasticities have to be provided from
outside information.
We next turn to intermediate goods that are combined, assuming complementarity,
into an aggregate material input mix. Optimal demands for intermediate goods X ts are
derived, for given levels of X • s , from cost-minimization taking prices as given using Leontief
technologies:
Min
{ X ts }

∑ (1 + τ
t

s.t. X • s =

Z
t

X ts

α tsX

) ptZ X ts
∀t
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where α tsX is now the amount of good from industry t necessary for sector s to produce one
unit of aggregate intermediate input. Optimal demands immediately follow as:
X ts = α tsX X • s

∀t

and the aggregate intermediate price psX satisfies

psX X • s = ∑ t (1 + τ tZ ) ptZ X ts
from which we get
psX = ∑ t (1 + τ tZ ) ptZ α tsX
where again it is innocuous to choose units of the intermediate bundle so that psX = 1 .
Calibration of the α tsX is straightforward: from Table 1, we know the amount paid to industry t
as a share of total expenses on intermediate goods:

(1 + τ tZ ) ptZ X ts cell (1, a )
=
;
psX X • s
cell (2, a)
eliminating X ts using optimal demands and psX thanks to normalization, the left-hand side
becomes (1 + τ tZ ) ptZ α tsX .We easily get the base-year tax rate τ tZ as:

τ tZ =

cell (6, a)
;
cell (5, a )

set ptZ = 1 ∀t at base year (as will be justified soon), it immediately follows that

α tsX =

1
cell (1, a )
•
.
Z
(1 + τ t ) cell (2, a)

We finally turn to the upper-level of the technology, where value added and the
aggregate bundle of intermediate goods are combined knowing that expenditure shares are
thought to be constant so that the sub-technology is a Cobb-Douglas and the optimization subproblem writes as:
Min

{Qs , X • s }

psQ Qs + psX X • s

s.t. ln Z s = α 0Zs + α sQ ln Qs + α sX • ln X • s
with given prices and output level Z s . The solution is:
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 psQ Qs = α sQ psZ Z s
 X
X
Z
 ps X • s = α s • ps Z s

X•
Z
Q
Q
X
 ln ps = α s ln ps + α s ln ps
with
psZ Z s = psQ Qs + psX X • s

and the shares are immediately calibrated from the data :
cell (4, a )
cell (5, a )
cell (2, a )
=
cell (5, a )

α sQ =
α sX

•

Observe once again that the data provide information on equilibrium values of flows at baseyear: we are therefore free to normalize output prices psZ to unity and to define output volumes
consistently. Collecting the terms for sector s, we get the producer part of Table 2.
We should proceed in a similar way for each of the other agents in this economy (see Figure
1) but, for space-saving reasons, we leave this as an exercise for the reader. The model is then
completed by adding equilibrium conditions on each market. Table 2 displays a complete
illustrative CGE system. We have there assumed constant factor supplies ( Ffhsup ) and CES
preferences for each household h, and parameterized the saving ( µ ) and income tax rates
( τ Inc ); h's budget constraint therefore determines its aggregate consumption level Con . For
h

the Government, we have assumed Leontief preferences and exogenous real aggregate
consumption ( G ); given that tax rates have been parameterized, it is the deficit/surplus that
will have to adjust to satisfy the budget constraint of the public sector with this specification.
(Other specifications are of course possible: clearly, which of the variables are left free to
adjust and which are kept fixed will depend on the type of policy explored). Investors are
assumed to use CES technologies to combine final goods into a capital aggregate in amount
Inv consistent with the economy's supply of savings.

The reader should observe that:
(a) All coefficients in this economy of Table 2 have been calibrated on the base year data
set, except substitution elasticities for which we rely on outside information:
econometric estimates should in principle be used, but this could be extremely tedious
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if, as is usually the case, there are many sectors, households and factors. Also, results
tend often to be quite robust to small changes of these substitution elasticity values.
For this reason, CGE models often rely (arguably excessively so) on “guestimates”
(meaning: an educated guess) and favour ex post sensitivity analyses: see below.
(b) All agents are, by construction, on their budget constraints in this economy; by
Walras’ law, one market equilibrium condition is redundant and could be dropped
from the system. Therefore, only relative prices are determined, not absolute price
levels: a numéraire good has to be arbitrarily chosen, and all values are expressed in
units of that good.
(c) A general equilibrium of this economy is an allocation (quantities produced,
consumed…) supported by a vector of prices that solves a square non-linear system of
equations. By construction, with unchanged levels of exogenous variables ( F fhsup , Gov )
and policy parameters ( τ tZ ,τ Inc ), the computed equilibrium will replicate the base year
data. (It should be clear that numerous different model specifications can be made
consistent with the same base year data by calibration. Calibration is therefore only a
convenient way to force consistency on a specific model choice, it does not validate
nor provide a selection mechanism.) To analyze the impact of a policy change, the
model can be simulated by altering the relevant policy parameter/variable and
computing the new equilibrium. Results are then reported as per-cent deviations from
initial equilibrium values.
(d) Ex post sensitivity analysis consists to recalibrate the model and perform the same
policy experiment for alternative values of some (in particular guestimated)
parameters within a reasonable range, and check whether the policy conclusions
remain qualitatively unchanged. If this is not the case, then additional statistical work
is presumably called for to identify a most accurate value for that parameter.
(e) Rarely mentioned by CGE modellers, a problem arises from the possibility that
equilibria may not be unique (see Kehoe, 1991). Obviously, the whole benchmarkingcalibration exercise is on a different logical level in a world with multiple equilibria,
and it is not clear what the comparative statics policy exercises really mean in such
circumstances: which is the “relevant” equilibrium to pick among the set of possible
solutions? It is remarkable that no case of multiple solutions has been reported to be
encountered in calibrated applied GE models of competitive economies, so that, to
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date, whether or not non-uniqueness of equilibria is more than a theoretically possible
occurrence remains an open question.

13

Table 2: A simple CGE model of a closed perfectly competitive economy
• Producer s
X
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∀t
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2.3 Introducing increasing returns to scale and imperfect competition.
In many sectors, increasing returns to scale technologies and imperfect competition cannot be
assumed away. We show how this complication can be dealt with in an applied GE model.
2.3.1 The individual firm’s increasing returns technology
With increasing returns to scale technologies, obviously, output scale matters and we need
distinguish between individual firms and sector aggregates: we identify firm related variables
by lower-case letters, while upper-case letters refer as before to industry aggregates (though
for notation ease we here drop the sector index).
The most convenient is to introduce a distinction between variable inputs and fixed
inputs. Variable inputs will typically include all of the intermediate inputs and some of the
factor inputs, even though, to simplify the exposition, we shall neglect material inputs in what
follows. Fixed quantities of some primary inputs are required to operate the firm at any
positive level of output. Therefore, the total demand for a factor f by an individual firm can
be expressed as: f fdem = f fv + f fF , where superscripts v and F refer respectively to "variable"
and "fixed" factors. The individual technology is then written as

z = F ( ... , f fdem − f fF , ...)

,

f fdem ≥ f fF ∀f

where z is the firm's real output, and F (...) is linearly homogenous. The individual firm’s
problem is then to minimize costs of producing a specified target output level z:

∑w

Min
v v
k ,l

f

f fv + fx

s.t. z = F (⋯ , f fv ,⋯)

f

s.t. fx = ∑ w f f fF
f

where fx denotes the total fixed cost; this immediately yields the optimal input mix of
variable inputs:
∂F (⋯ , f fv ,⋯)
∂f

v
f

=

wf
v

vz = ∑ w f f fv
f

where v denotes the marginal (or variable-unit) cost which differs from the average (or total
unit) cost due to the presence of fixed inputs by firms.
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2.3.2 Imperfect competition and prices
Imperfect competition can take many different forms. Within a sector, goods may be assumed
homogeneous or differentiated; this will bare consequences on the type of competition that
can prevail in that industry. Firms will always be assumed to maximize profits, but the
optimal price-cost margins will depend on whether the firm’s strategic variable is assumed to
be its selling price or its production scale (a firm can't of course choose both). Also important
is whether the firm is assumed to expect, and therefore to take into account when making its
optimal decisions, a strategic reaction by competitors to changes in its own behaviour. In all
cases, industry concentration will matter: the equilibrium outcome of an oligopoly game will
in general significantly differ from the one to emerge from a large group assumption. In
applications, firms will most generally --if not always-- be assumed symmetric within a
sector: that is, they will share the same technology and have the same size, so that they charge
the same price albeit for possibly differentiated products. This is quite convenient because
Herfindahl industry concentration indices are supplied by most statistical agencies, and can be
shown to be the inverse of the number of firms under the symmetry assumption. Hence, using
this outside information, it is possible to calibrate variables related to the individual firm from
data on industry aggregates.
It is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter to detail all the possible alternative
modelling of imperfectly competitive markets. For illustrative purpose, let us assume that
products are homogeneous within the sector, and that the competitive game is "Nash in
output" (or Cournot-Nash), that is: firms choose the level of their production scale to
maximize profits, expecting no reaction from their competitors (a reasonable assumption if
the number of competitors is large enough). Formally, the individual producer seeks to
Max prof ( z ) = p z ( Z ) z − (vz + fx).
z

where prof ( z ) is the firm's profits and p z ( Z ) is the equilibrium market price. Observe that the

former depends on the firm's output z and the latter on the aggregate supply Z in that industry.
Solving the maximization problem with respect to z yields the famous Lerner pricing rule:
pz − v
d log p z ( Z )
=
−
pz
d log z
= −ε C ( z , p z ( Z ))
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where ε C ( z , p z ( Z )) measures the market equilibrium price elasticity with respect to the
individual firm’s output z : except in extremely simplified cases, this elasticity is a
complicated object. It will typically depend on preference parameters underlying demand
functions (i.e., substitution elasticities) as well as on market shares for which data are
available at base year; ε C ( z , p z ( Z )) can therefore be calibrated. Assuming zero profits to
prevail at base year between a known (from base-year Herfindahl indices) number of
symmetric firms, and normalizing p z ( Z ) to unity, the variable unit cost v can be determined
using the Lerner equation; the level of fixed costs fx follows then immediately. See
Mercenier (1995a, 2002) for elaborations on this. In the simulations, firms within a sector will
often be allowed to respond to changes in profitability by (costlessly) entering/exiting the
market: the equilibrium number of competitors is determined by imposing zero supra-normal
profits (the output price then equals the average production cost).
At this stage, it should be mentioned that non-convexities in production technologies
generically imply that the equilibrium will not be unique. Mercenier (1995b) presents a
numerical example of multiplicity in a large-scale applied GE model calibrated on real world
data. It seems therefore that in this generation of CGE models, non-uniqueness of equilibria is
not a theoretical curiosum, but a potentially serious problem. Disregarding this could lead to
dramatically wrong policy appraisals.

2.4 Multi-country/region model with trade.
Our previous model lacks realism in that it assumes no trade with other countries or regions.
Depending on the focus of the analysis, trade can be introduced either by setting a number of
single-country models together and letting them interact, or by assuming that the country
under consideration is so small that it does not affect equilibrium in the rest of the world:
foreign prices and incomes are then treated as exogenous. In both cases, the modeller has to
decide whether goods in an industrial category produced in different countries are identical
from the customers’ viewpoint.
One most popular assumption (known as the Armington (1969) assumption) is that
goods from the same sector are differentiated in demand by countries of origin. The main
justification for this specification is that, because of data restrictions and/or to simplify
computations, the modeller works with highly aggregated sectors of activity; even if products
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are identical across countries at a very fine level of industry disaggregation, the composition
of the aggregate basket of goods is unlikely to be identical across regions. The specification is
attractive because it accounts for the large amount of cross-hauling (i.e., two-way trade in
identical goods) observed in the data, and for the fact that even at fine levels of activity
disaggregation, most countries produce goods in all product categories.
The simplest way to implement an Armington system is by assuming that all domestic
agents buy units of a common composite basket composed of goods from all geographic
origins. The composition and the price of this Armington good result as usual from cost
minimization. To see how this is done, let i, j index countries or regions, and let Eijs be the
flow of sector s goods exported from i to j at prices pisE = (1 + τ isZ ) pisZ .4 Assuming a CES
aggregator, import demands by region j result from:
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with σ Ejs = 1 (1 + ρ Ejs ) the substitution elasticity,

(1)

p Arm
js the unit-price of the Armington

aggregate, and E• js is the amount of the sector s Armington good demanded by country j:


E• js =  ∑ X jst + ∑ h C jhs + G js + I js  .
 t


The market equilibrium condition for good t in our model of Table 2 then becomes:
Z jt = ∑ i E jit

4

∀t .

We could of course assume a specific ad valorem tax/subsidy rate on exports; this would however require

amending the Government budget constraint, without bringing any additional insight.
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Given the base-year bilateral trade data-matrix, we know the expenditure flows

(p

E
is

Eijs ) , as

Arm
E
= 1 at base year, and pick values of the substitution
well as ( p Arm
js E• js ) = ∑ i ( pis Eijs ) ; set p js

elasticities σ Ejs from outside trade-econometric evidence. The bilateral trade share-parameters
can then immediately be calibrated as:

α ijsE 

σ Ejs

=  pisE 

σ Ejs −1

•

(p

(p

E
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Eijs )

Arm
js

E• js )

.

Observe that with the above specification, even the smallest country faces endogenous terms
of trade and enjoys some market power, though perfect competition can prevail among
producers (and indeed implicitly prevails in our exposition as implied by our reference to
Table 2) so that firms do not take advantage of this market power. In many sectors where
production involves fixed costs, firms tend to choose specific product varieties and to
specialize, taking advantage of their market power on the chosen niche. The previous
framework can easily be extended to account for this possibility.
Let N is be the number of firms producing differentiated varieties of good s in country i;
assume that firms operating within the same country and sector are symmetric (same
technology and same market shares, hence, same price) and let eijsf be an individual i firm’s
sales to market j. As in the Armington case, this demand eijsf can be derived from utility
maximization in region j provided preferences are amended to acknowledge the existence of
product varieties as follows:

E• js

Nis

− ρ Ejs 
= ∑ i ∑  eijsf  
f



=

{∑ N e  }
− ρ Ejs

i

is

−

−

1

ρ Ejs

1

ρ Ejs

ijs

where the second equality takes account of the symmetry assumption between firms.5 Cost
minimization then yields:

5

These preferences, associated with the name of Dixit-Stiglitz (1977), are also known as “love-for-variety”

preferences because they acknowledge increasing returns in utility with respect to the number of available
varieties. Similar technologies can be used by firms to combine intermediate inputs with differentiated varieties
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where p DS
js is the (Dixit-Stiglitz) price aggregator. Though this expression may look very
similar to system (1) it is actually quite different: with entry/exit of firms into the industry due
to zero supra-normal equilibrium profits, N is will be an endogenous variable.

3. Introducing transport in CGE models
3.1 Transport in single-region models
So far, nothing has been said about transport. How does it enter the scene? At a first sight,
transport is just one or a subset of commodities, produced by one or a subset of industries,
consumed by households and used as an input by firms. These transport related sectors can be
differentiated by transport object (passengers versus freight, bulk versus container), by
distance class (short versus long), by mode and other characteristics. Typically, demand
would be specified by some form of nesting as illustrated in Figure 1. A household could, for
example, choose between consumption of travel services and consumption of other goods,
and then, conditional on having chosen travel, how much of his private car and of public
transportation to use. Thus, apparently, nothing has to be added to what has been explained so
far.
At least three aspects of transport need however a special treatment:
(a) Transport demand and benefits generated by transport do not only depend on monetary
cost, but also on time needed for travel or freight.
(b) Transport generates negative externalities within the transport sector itself—
to yield increasing returns to specialization. Such a technology, first introduced by Ethier (1982), is a key
element in the “new economic geography” and in many models of the endogenous growth literature.
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congestion—as well as outside the transport sector.
(c) Transport is in most cases not utility generating by itself, but it is instrumental for
other activities such as working, shopping, tourism, visiting friends or events etc.
Similarly, transport is not directly an input of firms, but instrumental for buying,
selling or exchanging information.
Subsection 1.1 introduces transport demand of households depending on monetary cost as
well as on travel time. Transport is then just a consumer good like other goods, and we
disregard it being possibly instrumental for other purposes. In subsection 1.2 in contrast, we
introduce commuting as a means to labour income earning. Transport demand of firms is
treated in sub-sections 1.3 and 1.4 deals with transport related externalities.
3.1.1 Travel demand of households
An average UK citizen spends 87 minutes per day travelling and 14% of his or her total
expenditure on transport (UK national statistics online, figures for 2005). If an hour travel
time is valued at the hourly wage, time costs and monetary costs of travelling are of a similar
magnitude, and the former can obviously not be neglected. Also, many transport policy
measures mainly affect travel time, not monetary cost, and thus the time component is
essential for policy evaluation. The household’s allocation of time between work and leisure
should now be modelled, and its labour supply therefore endogenized. See Jara-Diaz (2000)
and Hensher (this volume, Ch. 19) for a review on allocation and valuation of travel time.
Let production factor f = L be labour so that FLhsup is the amount of labour the
household decides to supply; Thl and Th are respectively demand for leisure time and total
time endowment. Finally, denote ths ≥ 0 as the travel time associated with each unit of the
consumption of good s. ths = 0 , unless good s is travel. Sticking to the assumption in Table 2

of CES preferences and a fixed saving rate, the household’s decision results from
− ρ hC

− ρC 
Maxl  β h Thl  + ∑ α hsC [Chs ] h 
{Chs ,Th } 
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Z
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Thl + FLhsup + ∑ ths Chs = Th .
s

Using the latter constraint to substitute out FLhsup from the budget equation, we get:
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This can be rewritten as
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where the net wage (net of saving and taxes) ω = (1 − µ )(1 − τ Inc ) wL is the consumer’s
valuation of leisure time, π hs = (1 + τ sZ ) psZ + ωths is the cost to consumer per unit of
consumption good s. If s denotes travel, this is usually referred to by transport economists as
the “generalised cost per unit of travel”. Solving the maximization problem yields:
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Labour supply FLhsup is then determined using the time constraint. The share parameters α hsC
and β h can be calibrated from base-year data as before, provided information is available on
the household’s time endowment, leisure and travel time.
Though straightforward, this approach has two drawbacks. The first is that, in its
valuation of travel time, the household takes into account only that part of lost labour income
that goes into consumption, neglecting the one that goes into saving. This is due to our
restrictive assumption of a constant savings rate. To relax this assumption would require an
intertemporal approach beyond the scope of this chapter. The second drawback is that
econometric estimates of valuations of travel time savings (VTTS) are typically considerably
smaller than the wage rate, even if corrected for income taxes and the saving rate.
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Furthermore, VTTS vary significantly over travel purposes, being smaller for leisure trips
than for commuting. This is indirect evidence that people prefer spending time travelling over
spending time working (see Hensher, this volume, Ch. 19). The simplest way to take this into
account is by adding a preference term

∑

s

γ hs thsChs to the household’s objective function,

with γ hs denoting the utility per unit of time spent on travel item s. The household’s demand
system becomes:
Chs = ζ h α hsC 
Thl = ζ h  β h 

σ hC

σ hC 





λhπɶ hs 

λhω 

−σ hC

−σ hC

with

πɶ hs = π hs − (γ hs / λh )ths = (1 + τ sZ ) psZ + ωɶ hsths
ωɶ hs = ω − γ hs / λh .
The two new unknowns ζ h and λh are obtained by the budget constraint and the restriction
1 =  β h 

σ hC

[λhω ]

1−σ hC

+ ∑s α hC 

σ hC

1−σ hC

λ πɶ hs 


 h

.

λh is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the budget constraint, i.e. marginal utility of
income. If s denotes travel, πɶ hs is now the generalised cost per unit of travel, with VTTS ωɶ hs .
The VTTS is the net wage, corrected for the preference term γ hs / λh representing the
marginal utility of spending time with travel type s, translated into monetary units by the term

1/λh . Note that the VTTS now not only depends on the wage rate, but also on all prices, travel
time, income and the time endowment. The larger γ hs is, the more the VTTS is reduced
compared to the specification without travel time in the utility function. As before, all
parameters except the elasticity of substitution can be calibrated from observed benchmark
data. The additional information needed is the VTTS for each item of travel demand
necessary for the calibration of γ hs . In what precedes, we have specified all preferences as
one-level CES: obviously, everything can be extended to nested CES or other functional
forms.
3.1.2 Commuting

An interesting application of CGE models in transport is to look at the interaction between
commuting costs and the labour market. In many countries commuting costs are deducted
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from the tax base. This reduces distortions in job choice, but may distort residential location
choices (Wrede, 2003). In order to quantify these distortions an explicit modelling of
commuting costs is needed.
Assume commuters do not care whether they spend time working or travelling to their
job. They will choose commuting modes so as to maximise hourly wage, net of commuting
cost, where an hour covers working plus commuting time. Let m index travel modes and
assume for simplicity that industry disaggregation is such that each travel mode is a specific
sector. Then, Chm is demand by h of a specific commodity with market price (1 + τ mZ ) pmZ .
Denote unit travel time-cost by thm and let ThW be gross working time, including commuting
net
per hour worked, subject to a
time. The household wants to maximize the net wage wLh

“commuting production function” that combines travel quantities by modes as inputs to
produce an aggregate “travel to work” service. The household thus obtains the net wage from
solving

{

net
ThW wLh
= M ax wL  ThW − ∑m thmChm  − ∑ m (1 + τ mZ ) pmZ Chm

{Chm }

s.t.









− ρh 
 ∑ δ hmChm
 m

M

−

}

1

ρ hM

= ThW

where we have assumed a CES commuting production function. (Any level of nesting could
of course be introduced here.) Note that the amount of the travel service needed is assumed
proportional to work time. This implies that work time is varied in terms of person-days per
week, not time per day. Solving the problem is straightforward and left to the reader. As
before, share parameters δ mh can be calibrated from observed commuting data by mode,
while substitution elasticities σ hM = 1/ (1 + ρ hM ) have to be imported from econometric studies

on responses of mode choice on generalised costs. In the household’s decision problem we
just have to replace FLhsup in the time constraint with gross working time ThW , and wL with the
net
net wage wLh
.

3.1.3 Firms

Firms buy transport services (for both passengers and freight) as a production input. In a
multiregional model, firms’ transport demands are explicitly related to the interregional flows
of goods. In single region models they are treated just as any other input with one change:
firms bear costs not only in money but also in time. Monetary costs for transport can be
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observed in a sufficiently detailed input-output table, while time costs have to be imputed
using travel time information and VTTS estimates for firms. For producing the input “freight
services”, say, one introduces a production function with a service as output and transport
quantities by mode as inputs. A nested CES is again convenient here. To take account of time
costs, a simple trick helps: the transport quantity by mode is itself regarded as a Leontief
composite of a transport service (produced e.g. by the trucking industry) and a service called
“travel time” (i.e. spending time with employees, equipment and goods “on the road”). This
service is simply introduced as another commodity, produced by an industry, that may for
example only use labour (representing employee’s time) and capital (representing capital
costs of goods, and equipment bound in transport).
3.1.4

Endogenous travel times and externalities

Travel times have been assumed fixed so far. Transport infrastructure is however a collective
good with congestion, and thus travel times depend on both capacity and aggregate demand.
To model this, thm is usually related to the ratio of aggregate travel demand Dm to capacity
K m as follows:
0
t
thm = thm
+ α hm
( Dm /K m )ε m

0
denotes free-flow travel time. Agents in the economy, be they households or firms,
where thm

are of course assumed too small to perceive any influence they could have on Dm so that thm
remains fixed in their individual optimization problems. The elasticity ε m is notoriously
difficult to estimate, and its reliability is questionable because congestion varies a lot across
different parts of the network, time of the day and day of the week and year. For welfare
evaluations of policies affecting congestion such as road pricing, fuel taxes and infrastructure
investment, imperfect as they are, endogenous travel times are nevertheless an indispensable
model ingredient.
Another important element are externalities imposed by transport on the other parts of
the economy. The least demanding way to take them into account is to neglect externalities on
firms, and to assume separability for households meaning that no household decision is
affected by externalities. Formally this means to specify household utility as a function of
externalities and a sub-utility that only depends on the decision variables. In this case, the
solution of the equilibrium can be done first, disregarding externalities, and the evaluation of
the welfare impact is added afterwards. The main difficulty is to get a reliable
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parameterisation of the welfare impact of externalities. This includes, first, a measure of how
traffic emissions translate into immissions affecting the household’s wellbeing, and second, a
measure of the impact of the immissions on utility. Under additive separability one would
subtract a linear function of damage indicators from the mentioned sub-utility. The
coefficients of this linear expression are calibrated such that one reproduces the willingness to
pay (WTP) for damage reductions in the benchmark equilibrium. The WTPs must be
imported from econometric estimates using revealed or stated preference data.

3.2. Transport in multi-region models
Regions can have any scale from parts of the world (Asia, Europe,…) down to residential
zones in an urban area. In a multi-location setting for an urban area the focus is on shopping,
commuting and other passenger trips, and on residential and commercial location choices. On
a larger regional or national scale the focus is on long distance passenger traffic and on
freight. We here concentrate on the latter and briefly deal with urban models in subsection
3.3.
Our introduction of trade in subsection 2.4 assumed that the price charged by a firm
exporting is the same as the price paid by the cross-border customer. Realism requires that,
upon destination, goods be priced including “trade margins” (freight cost, wholesaling,
storing, etc). Consider freight costs alone for expositional ease. The destination price pijsM of
good s exported by i to j is the mill price (possibly including local taxes though we neglect
these hereafter) plus the freight cost f ijs :

pijsM = pisE + f ijs .

f ijs is of course paid to the industry producing the transport service from i to j. Industries
producing a service driving a wedge between mill price and customer price are called margin
industries. Wholesale and retail trade are other important margin industries. Transport policy
affects the economy via its impact on f ijs .
A Leontief technology is usually adopted to transform the good at the factory gate into
the good at the location of the customer. Let θijs denote transport service per unit of delivered
good so that θijs Eijs is demand for the transport service associated with trade flow Eijs . This
service may be supplied by a firm located in the exporting region, or in the destination region.
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In the latter case, f ijs = θ ijs p Zjt is the per unit transport margin with p Zjt the price of a unit
transport service (sector t) in region j . Industries producing the transport service have
monetary as well as time costs, which are taken account of in just the same way as explained
for transport input of firms in subsection 3.1.3 above.
Obviously, introducing margin industries makes complex multiregional models even
more complex. A popular alternative is the “iceberg” approach. Here, no transport service is
produced: the exported good melts on its way from origin to destination, so that the exported
quantities Eijs differ from those that reach destination, denoted M ijs . Let 0 < ψ ijs < 1 be the
melting factor, so that M ijs = ψ ijs Eijs . Assuming that transport is a competitive zero profit
activity, the destination price is pijsM = pijsE /ψ ijs , so that values at origin and destination are
identical:
pijsM M ijs = pijsE Eijs
The parameter ψ ijs has to be calibrated so that transport costs are a percentage share in trade
value for the benchmark. Transport policies affecting trade costs can be evaluated by
changing this parameter. Obviously, ψ ijs can account for both monetary and time costs;
furthermore, it may be made to depend on endogenous travel times.
3.3 Applications
3.3.1 Single-region models
Typical applications of single-region models to transport issues are the studies of Conrad
(1997) and Conrad and Heng (2002) and a series of papers by Mayeres and Proost (e.g. 2001,
2004); see also the useful review by Munk (2003). Mayeres and Proost (2004) introduce a
highly detailed structure of the transport market for passengers, distinguishing private versus
business as well as different modes. They also introduce different types of households in order
to identify distributional impacts of transport policies.
The applications have in common that they take account of congestion in some way.
Conrad and Heng (2002) assume the effective stock of capital in the transport industry to be
decreasing in capacity use. Their aim is to show whether a capacity increase in Germany is
welfare improving. Given the calibration of the model, which is debatable regarding the
congestion function, their answer is affirmative.
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Models that cover private passenger flows take account of monetary as well as time
costs determining demand decision, much in the same way as described in subsection 3.1.1
above. This leads to demand functions for transport with generalized costs substituted for
prices. Most importantly, the VTTS becomes an endogenous variable that generally depends
on all prices and income. Particularly, it depends on wages, thus introducing an
interdependence between transport and the labor market (Berg, 2007). This approach allows
for taking account of congestion in a more direct and less ad hoc way than in Conrad and
Heng (2002). Relying on speed-flow relations from transport engineering one can make travel
times depend on the volume of flows, given infrastructure capacities (see subsection 3.1.4
above). A policy affecting transport demand through taxes, fees or fuel prices, or a policy
affecting capacity through infrastructure investment has a direct impact on travel times and
possibly monetary travel costs; these in turn enter the demand decisions such that adjustments
of congestion, travel times, prices, flows as well as transactions on all goods and factor
markets eventually lead to a new equilibrium. In equilibrium all agents make their optimal
choices, given prices as well as travel times determined by the equilibrium level of
congestion. The most sophisticated brands of such models even take other externalities like
noise, accident risks and air pollution into account (Mayeres and Proost, 2004). For the sake
of simplicity preferences are usually assumed to be separable between utility from goods and
travel on the one hand and environmental quality on the other, such that environmental
externalities have an impact on utility, but not on decisions (Mayeres and Proost, 2004). It is
thus neglected that people might for example travel more, if they move to the suburbs in order
to escape from urban noise and air pollution.
Models of this brand seem to be an ideal framework for analyzing the impact of
transport policies on a wide range of interesting variables such as transport quantities,
congestion, incomes and prices. Even more important is their ability to assess welfare effects,
for the aggregate economy and/or for different household types. They thus extend the
classical welfare-theoretical cost-benefit analysis to a general equilibrium framework. There
are however also drawbacks. One is the notorious uncertainty about elasticities, that is of
course a general problem of CGE applications. The prior choice of functional forms that is
usually left untouched in sensitivity analysis, might even be more problematic. Another
drawback is that the macro style of these models averages out a lot of details, that could be
decisive for the policy conclusions. A case in point is the macroeconomic congestion
function. Congestion greatly varies by region, time of day, day of the week and from link to
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link. For calibrating the macro congestion function one must fix a point on the macro speedflow schedule for the whole economy, which must be understood as some kind of average.
But obviously, speed as a function of average flow can be very different from average speed,
when the average is taken over speeds as functions of flows under a lot of different conditions
regarding link, time of day et cetera. One can of course try to differentiate to any degree, but
the lack of spatial detail remains a problem.
3.3.2 Multi-region models
Multiregional models aim at quantifying regional effects of transport policy, particularly of
infrastructure investment. Typically, they introduce trade costs that are reduced by investing
into certain transport links. An early contribution starting this literature is Buckley (1992). His
model is a standard perfect competition approach with three regions and five industries.
Interregional trade follows an Armington approach. Cost and expenditure functions are nests
of either Leontief or CD functions. Transport is a Leontief complement of interregional flows.
It is assumed to be produced at the place of origin. Buckley’s experiment is to increase labour
productivity in one region’s transport sector. The results show how the welfare gain is
distributed across regions.
Venables and Gasiorek (1998) improve upon this idea by allowing for more regions
and industries, more flexible functional forms and – most importantly – by applying the DixitStiglitz approach to monopolistic competition in the production sector. This brings scale
effects into the impact analysis, which are not existent in the traditional perfect competition
framework. Cost reductions lead to expansion of output; this in turn makes producers move
down the average cost curve. This gives rise to effects that the SACTRA report (Department
for Transport, 1999) has called “wider economic effects” of transport cost reductions. In a
perfect competition framework without externalities such effects cannot exist: the welfare
gain in monetary terms, generated by a marginal transport cost reduction, is just this marginal
transport cost reduction, no less, no more. With economies of scale this is different: the
marginal welfare gain tends to exceed the marginal cost reduction. The ratio of the former
over the latter, called the “total benefit multiplier”, is in the order of 1.4 in the authors’
numerical experiments. One should be aware that this multiplier may not only blow up gains,
but possible losses as well: regions losing due to other regions moving closer to one another
can lose more with increasing than with constant returns, because they move up rather than
down the average cost curve.
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In a series of research projects for the European Commission Bröcker and co-authors
(Bröcker et al., forthcoming) have applied a similar approach with a smaller number of
industries (just one tradable and one non-tradable sector in most cases), but a very large
number of regions, such that the spatial distribution of welfare effects generated e.g. by the
commission’s TEN-T infrastructure program can be monitored in much detail (see also
Bröcker, 2001a, 2001b, 2002).
Kim and Hewings (2003) and Kim, Hewings and Hong (2004) follow a different line
of argument for identifying regional impacts of transport infrastructure improvements. They
let firms use transport infrastructure as a production input that is provided for free. The level
of service of the transport infrastructure is measured as a Harris (1954) type potential
indicator of accessibility. The authors find a positive network effect of infrastructure policy,
meaning that the welfare gain of an entire network of new projects exceeds the sum of the
effects, if all projects are evaluated separately.
3.3.3 Urban models
A more recent branch of CGE applications in transport looks at urban passenger transport,
focusing on the transport - land use nexus. Anas and collaborators (Anas and Hyok-Joo, 2006;
Anas and Kim, 1996; Anas and Liu, 2007; Anas and Xu, 1999) lead the field. These authors
succeeded in modelling, in a general equilibrium framework, location decisions of households
and firms, travel decisions for shopping and commuting, goods and services production
decisions of firms and goods and services consumption decisions of households. Households’
consumption and travel decisions are micro based: households maximize utility subject to a
budget as well as a time constraint. Travel times are obtained from a stochastic user
equilibrium (Sheffi, 1985) in a congested network. In equilibrium, markets for land, labour,
goods and services clear, and travel times are expected minimal times given equilibrium flows
through the network. Due to the congestion externality the equilibrium allocation is not
Pareto-efficient. In a recent extension there are also housing, construction and demolition
sectors in order to model the dynamics of the housing stock.
An important methodological innovation in this work is merging the continuous
demand approach of traditional CGE models with the discrete choice concept. If one took all
households as homogenous, a rather unrealistic equilibrium pattern with strictly separated
land use zones would emerge, and bang-bang type responses of households’ location
decisions to shocks would be observed.
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The utility Uij of a household residing at i and working at j is assumed to have three
additive components, U ij = Uɶ ij + Aij + uij :

-

The systematic component Uɶ ij is a function of continuously measured quantities of
goods and service consumption, as usual. It must be defined in a way that makes it
dimensionless. For homothetic preferences it is Uɶ ij = log Vij , if Vij is a linearhomogeneous representation of preferences.

-

Aij is the inherent attractiveness of the residence-work place pair ij. It delivers the
degree of freedom needed to reproduce any observed distribution of the population
across such pairs in a benchmark data set.

-

uij is an idiosyncratic component varying across individuals of the ij-population, which
otherwise are taken to be identical. uij is assumed to be independent identically
Gumbel distributed. This implies that the share of the total population choosing the ijpair is described by a logit model.
This framework is about to replace the so-called LUTI models in urban simulation

(Waddell, 2000; Wegener, 2004), that follow a tradition initiated by Lowry (1964). Models of
the latter kind do a good job in simulating land use implications of urban transport policies,
but due to the lack of micro-foundation they are unable to quantify welfare effects.
Furthermore, understating the price-mechanism in these models leads to ad-hoc mechanisms
equilibrating markets that are not very convincing. In both respects Anas and co-authors did a
big step forward, offering a framework for simulating a wide range of policies such as
infrastructure provision, subsidizing certain modes, road pricing, cordon pricing, supply of
parking lots and more. For any such policy one can not only simulate price and quantity
impacts, but also welfare impacts by residential zone, type of household and income group.
These are the issues that debates about urban transport policies typically focus on.

4. Conclusions
During the last twenty years, computable general equilibrium (CGE) models have become
standard tools of quantitative policy assessment. Their appeal has built on their rigorous
grounding in economic theory: individual agents' decision-making behaviour is derived from
explicit optimization under strictly specified technological or budget constraints, given market
signals that ensure global consistency. These theoretical foundations have made CGE models
appear particularly useful for ex-ante evaluations of policy reforms. In this chapter, we have
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discussed how the standard CGE framework can be extended to include most –if not all–the
elements that are the focus of transportation policy analysis.
Powerful as it is, the whole apparatus relies on the concept of “representative agent”
despite unclear aggregation procedures to link these aggregate optimizing decision-makers to
the numerous individual agents whose behaviour they are meant to capture. Yet, large and
detailed micro data-sets on individual behaviour in their full heterogeneity are increasingly
being made available, and for many issues, working with myriads of actual economic agents
rather than with a few hypothetical ones is extremely appealing as it makes possible to
precisely identify the winners and the losers of a reform – obviously a major concern to
policy-makers. One can therefore conjecture that in the future, CGE modelers will devise
explicit aggregation procedures in order to be able to keep track, in their general equilibrium
models, of the full heterogeneity in individual behaviours provided by the micro data-sets. See
Magnani and Mercenier (2009) for an effort in that direction.
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